Welcome to the ALSTROEMERIA SELECT 2020 catalogue,

We have previously taken over from Philip Tivey and Sons and are offering a wide range of beautiful new Alstroemeria. We have over 120 varieties!

We are an RHS award-winning independent nursery based in rural Bedfordshire, and we are passionate nursery people who aim to provide you with quality products and service.

Due to location, we are not currently a nursery that is open to the public. But you can collect your order from us by prior arrangement if you wish.

Be sure to come and see us at the various shows we are attending in 2020. And please do feel free to get in touch with your queries and pictures, we love to hear from you!

Why not sign up to our newsletter for exclusive information, advice, news and deals!

Herbert White & Sons Limited trading as Alstroemeria Select registered in England and Wales, Number 08438470 at Dingley Dell, Toddington Road, Westonin, Bedfordshire MK45 5AH. (01525) 878924.

All terms and conditions can be found at https://alstroemeriaselct.co.uk/terms-and-conditions/

www.alstroemeriaselct.co.uk
SHORT COLLECTION
Claire
Pure white – nearly devoid of throat markings
H: 25-35cm    S:30cm

Eliane
Pure bright pink
H: 25-35cm    S:20cm

Fabiana
Creamy white – with flecks of red and a faint yellow throat. Variegated leaves!
H: 25-35cm    S:20cm

Isabella
Lovely orange with yellow in the throat
H: 30cm    S:30cm

Lauren
Pure white with faint yellow in the throat
H: 25-35cm    S:20cm

Lilian
Lovely pure lilac and lavender shades
H: 20cm    S:20cm

Lisa
Bright yellow with green tinged tips
H: 25-35cm    S:20cm

Sara
Creamy yellow with pink stripes
H: 25-35cm    S:20cm

Theresa
Beautiful blended shades of pink
H: 20cm    S:20cm

Kate
Bright red with some yellow/cream in the throat
H: 25-35cm    S:30cm
SHORT COLLECTION
INTICANCHA

Bryce
Orange with splashes of red and yellow
H: 25-35cm  S:30cm

Machu
Deep pink/purple
H: 25-35cm  S:30cm

Cabana
Bright yellow
H: 30cm  S:30cm

Magic White
Lovely bright white
H: 25-35cm  S:30cm

Dark Purple
Stunning deep purple
H: 20cm  S:20cm

Maya
White with vibrant pink throats
H: 25-35cm  S:20cm

Indigo
Rich indigo/purple
H: 20-30cm  S:30cm

Moon
White with lovely lilac centre
H: 25-35cm  S:20cm

Kanika
Shades of pink with a cream centre
H: 25-35cm  S:30cm

Navayo
Purple with some white
H: 20cm  S:20cm
SHORT COLLECTION
INTICANCHA

Passion
White with striking purple blotches
H: 25-35cm  S:30cm

Red
Very bright red
H: 25-35cm  S:40cm

Romance
Vibrant pink with white throat
H: 25-35cm  S:40cm

Sunday
Lovely pink with yellow centre
H: 25-35cm  S:30cm

Sunshine
Pink with yellow pink
H: 30cm  S:30cm

Victorian
Deep red/pink
H: 25-35cm  S:30cm

White Pink Heart
White with pale pink centre and green tinged tips
H: 25-35cm  S:30cm

To order please visit our website:
www.alstroemeriaselect.co.uk
or phone us at: 01525 878924
Little Miss Christina
Cream with a pink blush and yellow throat
H: 10-20cm    S:20cm

Little Miss Roselind
Bright pink with a yellow throat
H: 10-20cm    S:20cm

Little Miss Emily
Bright purple with a yellow throat
H: 10-20cm    S:20cm

Little Miss Tara
Light red/pink with some yellow in the centre – tallest of the Little Miss Collection
H: 30cm    S:30cm

Little Miss Jessica
Orange/red with yellow in the throat
H: 10-20cm    S:20cm

Little Miss Lucy
Gorgeous! Shades of light and dark pink
H: 10-20cm    S:20cm

Little Miss Natalie
White with pink blush
H: 10-20cm    S:20cm
SHORT COLLECTION

Gaspard
Dark pink with cream in the throat
H: 20-30cm   S:20cm

Oceane
Pinky purple with some white in the throat
H: 20-30cm   S:20cm

Leo
Dark pink and red
H: 20-30cm   S:20cm

Rosie
Blends of pink with a cream throat
H: 20-30cm   S:20cm

Leonie
Bright purple
H: 20-30cm   S:20cm

Stella
Bright red with a cream throat
H: 20-30cm   S:20cm

Lucas
Lovely lilac with some creamy white in the throat
H: 20-30cm   S:20cm

To order please visit our website: www.alstroemeriaselect.co.uk
or phone us at: 01525 878924

Noah
Cream with subtle pink blush
H: 20-30cm   S:20cm
MID COLLECTION
MID COLLECTION
INCA

Bandit
Solid red
H: 30-45cm  S:30cm

Battle
Lilac with a cream throat
H: 25-40cm  S:30cm

Exotica
Yellow with red and white blush
H: 30-45cm  S:30cm

Lucky
White with a lovely pink centre and green petal markings
H: 30-45cm  S:30cm

Reef
Bright orange with yellow markings
H: 45cm  S:30cm

Safari
Bright orange with a yellow throat
H: 35-45cm  S:30cm

Mystic
Stunning mix of purple and white
H: 30-45cm  S:30cm

To order please visit our website:
www.alstroemeriasselect.co.uk
or phone us at: 01525 878924
MID COLLECTION

**Adonis**
Bright purple with yellow in the centre
H: 45cm  S:30cm

**Alexis**
Pink with orange hues and a yellow throat
H: 40-50cm  S:30cm

**Arthur**
Fuchsia pink with pale yellow in the throat
H: 50-60cm  S:30cm

**Beatrice**
White with pink stripes
H: 35-45cm  S:30cm

**Charles**
Shades of light and dark pink
H: 50-60cm  S:30cm

**Christine**
Pink with some yellow in the throat and green tinged tips
H: 35-45cm  S:30cm

**Diane**
Red with some yellow in the throat
H: 35-45cm  S:30cm

**Edouard**
Deep pink
H: 50-60cm  S:30cm

**Francois**
White with tinges of pink and green
H: 50-60cm  S:30cm

**Georges**
Burgundy red with a pale centre
H: 50-60cm  S:30cm
**Mid Collection**

**Henri**
Orange and yellow with pinky purple tinges
H: 50-60cm  S: 30cm

**Marguerite**
Yellow with distinctive red stripe
H: 35-45cm  S: 30cm

**Isabelle**
Bright pink with some yellow in the throat
H: 35-45cm  S: 30cm

**Marie**
Pale yellow with pink and green tinged tips
H: 35-45cm  S: 30cm

**Josephine**
Dark pink with cream in the throat
H: 35-45cm  S: 30cm

**Mathilde**
White with deep pink centre
H: 35-45cm  S: 30cm

**Louis**
Red with orange/yellow throat
H: 50-60cm  S: 30cm

**Nicolas**
Yellow with darker centre and pink tinged tips
H: 50-60cm  S: 30cm

**Louise**
White and pink blends with green petal markings
H: 35-45cm  S: 30cm

**Pink Lady**
Lovely blend of pinks with a yellow throat
H: 45cm  S: 30cm
Red Elf
Pure bright red
H: 30-40cm S:30cm

Rock ‘n’ Roll
Bright red with a yellow throat and incredible variegated leaves!
H:30-40cm S:30cm

William
White with a deep pink throat
H: 50-60cm S:30cm

To order please visit our website:
www.alstroemeriaselect.co.uk
or phone us at: 01525 878924
TALL COLLECTION
TALL COLLECTION
SUMMER PARADISE

Summer Break
Light pink with a cream centre
H: 60-70cm   S:30cm

Indian Summer
Yellow, red and orange blends with dark coloured leaves
H: 60-70cm   S:30cm

Summer Breeze
Bright yellow with some orange blush
H: 60-70   S:30cm

Summer Holiday
Bright orange with a yellow throat
H: 60-70   S:30cm

Summer Sky
White with some yellow in the throat
H: 60-70cm   S:30cm

Summer Snow
White with a pale yellow throat and tinged green tips
H: 60-70cm   S:30cm

To order please visit our website:
www.alstroemeriasselect.co.uk
or phone us at: 01525 878924
TALL COLLECTION

Aimi
Creamy yellow with a pink blush
H: 60-80cm  S:30cm

Avrille
Orange with pink hues and a yellow throat
H: 70-90cm  S:30cm

Anjou
Yellow with red blush
H: 70-90cm  S:30cm

Bauge
Light pink with orange hues and a yellow throat
H: 70-90cm  S:30cm

Apollo
White with a bright yellow throat
H: 60-80cm  S:30cm

Blushing Bride
White with pale pink blush and yellow in the throat
H: 60-90cm  S:30cm

Authion
Red with orange/yellow throat
H: 60-80cm  S:30cm

Bonanza
Bright deep pink with some yellow in the throat
H: 60-90cm  S:30cm

Avanti
White with pink blush and a yellow throat
H: 60-80cm  S:30cm

Briancon
Yellow centre fading to cream with pink blush
H: 70-90cm  S:30cm
**TALL COLLECTION**

**Candy**
Bright pink with a yellow throat
H: 60-80cm  S:30cm

**Charm**
Creamy yellow with splashes of pink
H: 60-80cm  S:30cm

**Chinon**
Deep red with a yellow throat and thick distinctive flecks
H: 70-90cm  S:30cm

**Elvira**
Unique! Cream with interesting pink flecks on the edge of the petals
H: 60-80cm  S:30cm

**Evening Song**
Dark red
H: 60-80cm  S:30cm

**Flaming Star**
Bright orange
H: 60-80cm  S:30cm

**Fougere**
White with purple cheeks and green tinged tips
H: 70-90cm  S:30cm

**Friendship**
Cream with a yellow speckled throat
H: 60-120cm  S:30cm

**Etna**
Strong red with an orange/yellow throat
H: 60-80cm  S:30cm

**Golden Delight**
Golden yellow
H: 60-80cm  S:30cm
**TALL COLLECTION**

- **Laguna**
  - Lovely bold purple with a little yellow in the throat
  - H: 60-80cm  S: 30cm

- **Maze**
  - Bright white with distinctive flecks and green tinged tips
  - H: 80cm  S: 30cm

- **Layon**
  - Blends of yellow with pink blush
  - H: 70-90cm  S: 30cm

- **Montsoreau**
  - Purple with a white throat
  - H: 70-90cm  S: 30cm

- **Lire**
  - Bright red with orange/yellow throat
  - H: 70-90cm  S: 30cm

- **Orange Supreme**
  - Bright orange with yellow stripes
  - H: 60-80cm  S: 30cm

- **Lucca**
  - Bright orange with a yellow throat
  - H: 80-120cm  S: 30cm

- **Pandora**
  - Bright mauve with creamy yellow throat
  - H: 80-90cm  S: 30cm

- **Marce**
  - Shades of pink with a creamy yellow throat
  - H: 60-80cm  S: 40cm

- **Pink Sensation**
  - Lovely blend of pinks with a yellow throat
  - H: 460-80cm  S: 30cm
TALL COLLECTION

**Querre**
Bright orange with a yellow throat
H: 70-90cm   S:30cm

**Segre**
Bright pinky purple with some yellow in the throat
H: 70-90cm   S:30cm

**Tanya**
Dark red with a yellow throat
H: 60-80cm   S:30cm

**Tessa**
Deep pink with a yellow throat
H: 70-80cm   S:30cm

**Thorigne**
Cream with a yellow throat and pink cheeks
H: 60-80cm   S:30cm

**Tierce**
Light pink with a yellow throat and lots of speckles
H: 70-80cm   S:30cm

To order please visit our website: 
www.alstroemeriaselect.co.uk
or phone us at: 01525 878924
CARING FOR ALSTROEMERIA

On arrival, remove your plants carefully from the packaging, water them well either from above or by standing them in water. But do not leave them in water for more than a couple of hours. The best thing to do with your plant which is currently in a 9cm pot, is to repot into a larger 15cm (2 litre) pot and allow it to grow for a further 8 weeks before planting it out.

When potting, mix fertiliser into good, fresh multipurpose compost. Put some of this mix into the bottom of the new pot and place the well-watered plant onto it. Put more compost around it. The compost should finish level with the top of the root ball (1-2cm bellows the rim of the new pot). Water it lightly but frequently and keep it in a warm, sunny position for up to 8 weeks until the roots have reached the bottom of the new pot.

When planting in the ground, mix fertiliser and organic matter into the soil – bone meal or blood fish and bone are good. If the soil is dry, fill the empty hole with water and leave it to drain. Place the plant in the hole, filling around it with the soil mixture. Firmly with your hands, or a lightly applied foot, pat the soil down around the plant. Water occasionally and thoroughly for up to 3 months, until the roots are established.

All of our Alstroemeria are winter hardy; however, you should mulch well for the first few winters to ensure that the plant is well established and can get through the winter on its own. Free-draining soil is essential. Deadhead by pulling up the flowering stem, ripping it from the ground – this encourages the plant to re-flower.

visit our website www.alstroemeriaselect.co.uk

or find us on INSTAGRAM @alstroemeriaselect